The high-pressure
cleaner for your
SUMP.
The next generation of automated flush valves: FV 25 / FV 50

A clean solution
Pump stations must be cleaned regularly due to sedimentation or the formation of a scum layer. Possible causes of these
problems are: insufficient influx, an oversized pump station or a high amount of grease and solids in the wastewater.
The results are unpleasant odors, clogged level controllers and a reduction in operating performance, as well as high costs
due to downtimes and necessary cleaning or maintenance work.
HOMA provides the solution for these problems: The new automated flush valves FV 25 and FV 50.

Flush Valve
Spülventil

compelling perFormAnce
Application
The new HomA flushing valves FV 25
and FV 50 reliably prevent the accumulation of solids and grease in pits.
When the pumping process starts, a
portion of the pumped liquid is routed
back into the pit through the opened
valve. This creates a current that disperses any solids in the medium and
allows them to be pumped out without
difficulty.
The valve nozzle can be directed either
at the bottom of the pit to prevent sedimentation or upwards to prevent the
formation of a scum layer, especially
on liquids with high grease content.
At the end of the preset flushing time,

the valve closes automatically to complete the flushing process.
The dispersed pollutants are pumped
out with the medium. After the pumping process, the flushing valve opens
again automatically for the next
flushing process.
The flushing valve works on the basis
of the Venturi effect and pressure differences. Therefore, it does not require
any external control or power units.

coMpelling FeaTures

» compact and robust design
» no external control or power units required
» easy replacement of wearing parts like nozzle or ball seat
» Adjustable flushing time

Installation
The flushing valve is installed between
the pump discharge flange and either
the guide claw (if a coupling system is
used) or the discharge pipe (if the
pump is set up on the ground). Adapter
kits (2”to 6”) are available for different
discharge diameters.
on larger pumps, the flushing valve
can also be mounted directly on the
cleanout.

The flushing time can be adjusted
between 20 and 50 seconds.

compelling engineering
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Adapter kits

see selection table

135

Adapter for mounting on
pump housing

on request

253

8500120
8500122

125

Flush Valve
FV 25
FV 50

128

Dimensions (in mm)

part no.

168

Types

Material
stainless steel
1.4436

Adjusting screw

brass

membrane / nozzle

R

Ball seat

stainless steel
1.4571

Ball

FV 25:
FV 50:

22
206
25
345

67

Housing

G11/2“

97

88

G 1“

ball bearing steel
nBr w. steel core

oil

food safe

Pump type

Auto-coupling
system

Flush
Valve

Adapter kit / Part No.
(for refitting)

Auto-coupling system /
Part No. (for new installation)

grp 16 - 50

SKB pump station

FV 25

Flanged auto-coupling 7323121

---

grp 10 - 50

KK 50S/r2"

FV 25

Flanged auto-coupling 7323121

Auto-coupling system 8604008.51

grp 10 - 50

KKr 50S/r2"

FV 25

Flanged auto-coupling 7323121

Auto-coupling system 8604008.51

grp 10 - 50

KKr 50S-1/r2"

FV 25

Flanged auto-coupling 7323121

Auto-coupling system 8604008.51

grp 56 - 118

KK 50/50

FV 25

Adapter Dn50 - g1½" 7325441

---

(A)V13 / (A)VX13 / (A)mX13

KK(r) 80/80

FV 50

Adapter Dn80 - g1½" 7325451

---

(A)V13 / (A)VX13 / (A)mX13

KK(r) 80/100

FV 50

Adapter Dn80 - g1½" 7325451

---

(A)V23 / (A)VX23 / (A)mX23

KK(r) 100/100

FV 50

Adapter Dn100 - g1½" 7325461

---

(A)V23 / (A)VX23 / (A)mX23

KK(r) 150/100

FV 50

Adapter Dn100 - g1½" 7325461

---

(A)VX24 / (A)mX24

KK(r) 100/100

FV 50

Adapter Dn100 - g1½" 7325461

---

(A)VX24 / (A)mX24

KK(r) 150/100

FV 50

Adapter Dn100 - g1½" 7325461

---

(A)K33 / (A)VX34 / (A)mX34

KK(r) 150/150

FV 50

Adapter Dn150 - g1½" 7325471

---

(A)K33 / (A)VX34 / (A)mX34

KK(r) 200/150

FV 50

Adapter Dn150 - g1½" 7325471

---

HomA pump Technology, inc
390 Birmingham Blvd
Ansonia, cT 06401
phone: (203) 736-8890

Fax: (203) 736-8899

e-mail: info@homapump.com

internet: www.homapump.com

We reserve the right to alter our specifications without notice.
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